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Student Comments Report
Instructor: Pacurar, Adrian C. Term: Summer 2017

Enrollment: 13 Respondents: 10 Response Rate: 77% Credit Hours: 3

 Title Course / Section # Division Department Campus Level

Primary Listing: Finite Mathematics MATH 10120-01 SC MATH Main 1

Question List

Reference # Question

U1 Please comment on how well the activities, readings, lectures, and assignments helped you
learn in this course.

U2 Please identify what you perceive to be the greatest strengths of this instructor's teaching.

U3 Please identify areas where this instructor could improve his/her teaching.

Student Responses

Reference # Student
# Response

U1 1
I felt I learned best from the homework and quizzes. The most difficult part was
applying lectures to hw which is why it took long. I really enjoyed the way the
instructor made the lectures interesting and the material was well organized.
However it was still difficult to complete hw.

U1 3 The lectures had plenty of examples that helped explain the material

U1 4 helpful.

U1 5 homework was very helpful for understanding the material and preparing you for
tests.

U1 6 The power points were taught in a way that anyone can learn from it. There was
images for visual learners and worked out problems.

U1 7 Very well.

U1 9 very well

U2 1
The instructor did a great job of spending his own time to work with students
when they needed help. He also was able to answer many questions thrown out
him throughout the lecture, even if they were random.

U2 2 Always looking to help the students

U2 3 Best teacher ever, always available for extra help, keeps class engaged

U2 4 relatable. helpful.

U2 5 -uses lots of examples -very clear -tests and quizzes are very similar to
homework/class lectures, makes it easy to know what to study before exams.

U2 6
He was very organized which made it easier to understand the concepts. He
also uses lots of examples before we leave class on each chapter so we have a
better understanding of everything.

U2 7 Clear instruction, fair grading, and appropriate pace for the material.

U2 8 Effective communication of tricky subject matter and availability.

U2 9 fair, lots of examples, organized

U2 10 I thought he did a great job of being available to his students and was always
willing to help.

U3 1
There were times I felt the lecture was difficult to apply to the homework. We
were given many examples throughout the lecture but didn't always understand
how to apply them to the hw questions that often required a calculator.

U3 2 Maybe explaining things a little more thoroughly

U3 3 None

U3 4 be more availability towards end next time. dont cut office hours

U3 5
-Overall really good, sometimes I was not sure what the formula you would want
to do your calculation with was. Often wrote a large version of the formula and
then simplified it, but this could sometimes be confusing.

U3 6 Nothing to improve on. Enjoyed the class!

U3 7 None it was great!

U3 8 Could be a little more engaging, but also it's math and a lot of the students in
class were taking it as a requirement.

U3 9 none

U3 10
I think that he could stray away from going to in depth in certain areas. For
example, at times he would go into calculus when many people in the class
have not taken a calculus class. It would confuse most of the students when he
did this.
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